Convegno IBD PRIDE 2018

Padova, 21-22 Settembre 2018
Aula Morgagni, Policlinico Universitario Azienda Ospedaliera di Padova

FRIDAY, September 21st, 2018

9:30 Opening of the Congress
10:30 Opening and Authors' presentation
   - Romano BAGNI - Padova
   - Fabio PASQUATTI - Padova
11:30 State of the Art Lecture
   Speaker: Renato BACCARINI - Padova
   "Inflammatory bowel disease in children: a new approach to the diagnosis and management"
   12:00 Lunch
12:30 Focus on Inflammatory Bowel Disease
   Chair: Mauro RAGUIN - Padova
   - Stefania PECCHIONI - Bologna
   - Simona TRCCHIO - Bologna
   - Giuseppe FURLAN - University of Padova
   - Stefano MATTEI - University of Padova
   - Sergio MUNTE - University of Padova

4:00 Keynote Speeches
   - Giuseppe FURLAN - Bologna
   - Stefano MATTEI - University of Padova
   - Sergio MUNTE - University of Padova

SATURDAY, September 22nd, 2018

9:30 State of the Art Lecture
   Speaker: Renato BACCARINI - Padova
   "Inflammatory bowel disease in children: a new approach to the diagnosis and management"
   10:00 Coffee break
10:30 State of the Art Lecture
   Speaker: Fabio PECCHIONI - Bologna
   "Inflammatory bowel disease in children: a new approach to the diagnosis and management"
   11:00 Lunch
12:30 Focus on Inflammatory Bowel Disease
   Chair: Mauro RAGUIN - Padova
   - Stefania PECCHIONI - Bologna
   - Simona TRCCHIO - Bologna
   - Giuseppe FURLAN - University of Padova
   - Stefano MATTEI - University of Padova
   - Sergio MUNTE - University of Padova
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